Abstract-Due to the revolutionary advances of deep learning achieved in the field of computer vision, object recognition and natural language processing, the deep learning gained much attention. The recommendation task is influenced by the deep learning trend which shows its significant effectiveness. The deep learning based recommender models provides a better detention of user preferences, item features and users-items interactions history. In this paper, we provide a recent literature review of researches dealing with deep learning based recommendation approaches which is preceded by a presentation of the main lines of the recommendation approaches and the deep learning techniques. Then we finish by presenting the recommendation approach adopted by the most popular video recommendation platform YouTube which is based essentially on deep learning advances.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth in the amount of published data in the Net characterized by an exponential evolution, the task of managing this information becomes more and more difficult. Thereby, the user has more ambiguity in finding the most relevant content for his information need [44] , [46] . The recommendation systems serve as information filtering tools which are useful for helping users in discovering new contents, services and products they probably are interested in. The recommender system shows its importance for users as it facilitates the task of information filtering for him especially, the user become lazier and he face usually problems in expressing his information need. Guessing our thoughts by the recommender system seem to be great for time saving purposes. The recommendation process is driven by various embedding features including item features, user preferences and user-item history interactions. Additional contextual information like temporal and spatial data and the used device can be used also for the generation of recommendation items. According to the input data of the recommender system, we can distinguish between four main recommendation models which are collaborative filtering, content-based recommender system, demographic filtering and hybrid recommender system. Despite the widespread of the effectiveness of these models proved through the time, we can deny that these models suffer from some limitations in dealing with the problems of cold-start, data sparsity and Over-specialization. We mean by the cold-start problem, the issue in which the system is unable to draw any interpretations about items or users due to a lack of information gathered. The data sparsity problem is the issue related to the sufficient information about each item or user in a large data set. The over-specialization problem occur with content-based recommendation as all predicted items will be similar to items rated in last time by the user and then the same topic will be preserved and no new items related to new topic that may interest the user will be predicted. To overcome these problems, many solutions are proposed, including the use of deep learning for the enhancement of the recommendation models.
In the recent decades, the deep learning has witnessed a great success in many application fields such as computer vision, object recognition, speech recognition, natural language processing and robotic control where it shows its capability in solving theses complex tasks. In this context, the deep learning has been adopted for enhancing the recommendation approaches by improving the user experiences and ensuring his satisfaction. This is accomplished thanks to the advances of the deep learning in catching items and users' embeddings independently to the data sources nature that might be textual, visual or contextual and predict the suitable recommendations items [2] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the background of recommender systems and the deep learning. Section 3 is reserved to the deep learning-based recommender approaches which impact the collaborative filtering approaches as well as the content based recommendation systems. This classification is followed by the identification of the new challenges of the deep learning based recommendation. In Section 4, we focus on YouTube as a deep learning based recommender system and we study its architecture.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Recommender System
1) Approaches
A recommender system aims to estimate the preference of a user on a new item which he has not seen. The output of a www.ijacsa.thesai.org recommender system varies according to the nature of the system, its utility and information treated as inputs. It can be either a rating prediction or ranking prediction. Rating prediction aims to predict the rating scale to an item which is not seen by the user by filling the misplaced entries of the useritem rating matrix. Ranking prediction aims to predict the top n items and produces a ranked list according to its similarity with user profile or items features or both of them.
There are mainly four models used for recommendation depending on the nature of the information used as inputs. These models are content based recommender system, collaborative filtering, demographic filtering and hybrid recommendation.
Content-based recommendation:
The input in this type of approaches is the content information. This approach is based on the construction of a user profile basing on items features that the user interacts with it by rating, clicking or any explicit or implicit means of interaction. Treated items can be texts, images or videos. This profile is used to identify new interesting items for the user which is relevant to his profile [42] , [43] . The recommendation model is based on the comparison between items and users features. In this category of recommendation, if a user is interested on the item X and the item Y is highly similar to X so Y is predicted to be relevant to the user and recommended for him.
Collaborative filtering: It is an alternative to content based recommender system. As inputs, it relies only on past user behavior. The user behavior is learned from the previous interactions of the user with items presented as user-item matrix. There is no requirement for explicit user profile creation. There are two ways for the interaction with items available to the user, either in explicit way by rating items or using the implicit feedback deducted from clicks through the Net, browsing histories or user interactions in social networks. Information about the user is useful for predicting new items basing on Matrix factorization algorithms.
Demographic filtering: This type of recommendation classifies users under a set of demographic classes representing the demographic characteristics of users known from their age, nationality, gender, occupation and location. The major benefit of this algorithm is the no need for the user ratings history as in the collaborative filtering.
Hybrid model: This approach joins more than one type of the recommendation approaches. The content-based approach can be used to predict similar items and the collaborative filtering and demographic filtering is used to more refine the selection according to user preferences. The hybrid model is applied to overcome the limitation of content-based approach and collaborative filtering. The use of hybrid model is possible while, according to the same task, the inputs data is very varied and then we have the flexibility to use different methods simultaneously to improve the quality of the system as a whole. Many combination techniques have been explored. In this context, different weights are given to each recommendation techniques and used for boosting one of them. Another method is to use suggestions issued from one technique as input to process the second technique.
2) Application fields
Many of the modern internet services require the recommendation approaches for the perdition of new items to the user. This requirement comes from its vital role in boosting business, facilitating the decision making and tracking the user intention without his explicit intervention. Among the application fields which depend essentially on recommendation approaches are: movies recommendation, news recommendation, e-commerce services recommendation, books recommendation, e-learning recommendation, songs recommendation, websites recommendation, travel destinations recommendation, applications recommendation and so on [2] .
Each recommendation scenario has its specificity for choosing entrees attributes and the suitable approaches. In the following we present some related works dealing with different applications fields.
Multimedia platforms recommendation:
This type of recommendation deals with content based approach as well as the collaborative filtering approach. There several commercialized Multimedia platforms recommender systems dealing with movies (IMDb, Netflix,), videos (YouTube, DailyMotion…), music (Deezer, Spotify…) or images (Flickr). Among the movie recommendation systems, we find, MovieLens, MovRec, Netflix. MovieLens is based on collaborative filtering approach to make recommendations of movies which are not yet seen by the user based on the previous user movie ratings. MovRec [6] is based also on collaborative filtering approach to recommend movies which are judged to be most suitable to the user at that time using Matrix factorization and k-means algorithms. Netflix is the hybrid recommender system which makes recommendations by fetching users having similar profiles (collaborative filtering) as well as by predicting movies sharing similar features with movies highly interested by the user (contentbased filtering).
News recommendation:
This type or recommendation focuses more on the freshness of the news article. The two approaches content-based recommendation and collaborative filtering have been adopted for the purpose of news recommendation and mostly the two strategies are combined [7] - [9] . First, as for the content based news recommendation, a profile for each user is created and used for matching the news articles basing on article features, user profile or both for hybrid recommendation. Second is the collaborative filtering approach which rely only on past user behavior without requiring the creation of explicit profiles.
E-commerce services recommendation:
Many of the largest E-commerce Web sites are based on recommendation techniques to help their customers to find the most valuable products among the available ones and recommend them to be purchased by the user. This technique plays a major role in increasing the sales of these E-commerce sites. The most famous E-commerce websites we find are Amazon.com and eBay.
Recommendation in these websites is generated based on the likelihood of the available items and the previous purchased, clicked or liked items by users. www.ijacsa.thesai.org E-learning recommendation: This type of recommendation is adopted for the personalization of educational content. Many systems are based on hybrid recommendation approach which takes advantage of the rating data or the users feedback and tags associated to the courses to recommend the suitable pedagogical resources to users [10] , [11] . Some systems are based only on the collaborative filtering approach like the work of [12] adopted for the recommendation of learning materials by the consideration of the context, the students' profile and the learning materials properties. These techniques are exploited by the e-learning platforms Coursera and Moodle to satisfy the user profile and his intention.
Social network recommendation:
The power of social networks comes from its capability in connecting users in the easiest way and recommending the suitable information to the users without his explicit intervention. Behind this power, we find a great importance related to the development of link recommendation features and handling the social graph basing on the topology of existing links and leveraging quantities such as node degree and edge density [13] .
Link recommendation techniques are categorized into learning-based techniques and proximity-based techniques. The learning-based techniques are based on training algorithms for the prediction of the association likelihood to the link. Otherwise, the proximity-based techniques do not need a construction of training data. They are characterized by the easiness of implementation which make them widely applied in practice [14] . These techniques dealing with common neighbor are used by the major of online social networks for recommendation of new friends, new groups, new pages, or new connections. This is available through the functionality "People You May Know" and "mutual friend" in Facebook, "shared connection" and "People You May Know" in LinkedIn and "You May Know" in Google+.
Job recommendation: This type of recommendation is the core of the intelligent recruitment platforms which deals with the matching between job-seekers and vacancies. This platform can be useful for job-seekers as well as for employers who are looking for specific skills. This type of recommendation learn generalizations between user profile and job posting based on similarity in title, skill, location, etc. Author in [15] proposes an efficient statistical relational learning approach which is used for constructing a hybrid job recommendation system. Author in [16] propose a directed weighted graph where the nodes are users, jobs and employer. The recommendation process is applied based on the similarity computing between any two profiles of objects.
3) Datasets and evaluation metrics
Concerning datasets used for the evaluation of new proposed approaches dealing with recommender system techniques, there are several ones which are used depending on the type of application fields and the input-output parameters. Table I presents the famous evaluation datasets according to the specific application field. In the literature review, there are a representative set of existing evaluation metrics used for testing the performance of the proposed recommender systems. These evaluations measures have their standard formulations which are generally applied on a group of open recommender system public databases which are generated for the purposes.
The used evaluation metrics can be classified into two different groups depending on the output parameters which can be either a rating prediction metrics or ranking score prediction. From the technical system viewpoint, evaluating the ranking score in recommender systems is typically treated as if their main purpose is searching, using metrics from information retrieval such as recall, precision, F1 score and NDCG … .
Besides the accuracy evaluation, other novel evaluation metrics are considered for making better user satisfaction such as novelty, diversity, serendipity, coverage, stability, reliability, privacy, trustworthiness and interpretability.
The novelty metric specifies the difference degree between recommended items and items already visited by the user. Otherwise, the diversity metric specifies the differentiation degree among recommended items [17] , [45] , [47] .
The serendipity measure how surprising the relevant recommendations are.
The coverage metric [18] is a factor that estimates the quality of the prediction in a way that indicates the situations percentage in which at least one of the user k-neighbors rate a new item not yet rated by that user.
The stability quality metric quantifies the stability of the system over the time. A recommender system is stable if the provided predictions and recommendations do not change strongly over a short period of time. This metric reflects the users' trust towards the recommender system [19] .
The reliability metric informs about how seriously we may consider the prediction value. In this way the evaluation of a www.ijacsa.thesai.org recommender system will be based on a pair of values: prediction value and reliability value through which users may balance their preferences and consider them for taking their decisions. The reliability value depends on the similarity of the user neighbors who are used for making the prediction and the degree of disagreement between them on rating a predicted item. In other words, a prediction of 4.5 out of 5 is much more reliable if it has obtained by a big number of similar users than if it has obtained by only two similar users [20] . Table II provides the most used set of classical recommender system evaluations metrics as well as the novel ones. Each evaluation metric is associated with its mathematic formulation in the field of recommender systems. 
B. Deep Learning
The deep learning is a class of machine learning algorithms. It is based on the advances of the neural networks which are rebranded in the recent years as deep learning. The deep learning shows his performance in treating many application fields like speech recognition, object detection and natural language processing proved by the trust offered by the most commanding enterprise in the world such as Google, Facebook and Microsoft. The model of deep learning is represented as a cascade of nonlinear layers which form an abstraction of data. The deep learning is used for supervised and unsupervised learning tasks. In the literature, the appearance of deep learning is related to computer vision domain including object and speech recognition. The architecture of a neural network is basically composed from www.ijacsa.thesai.org three layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The distinction between the different types of networks is related to the type of hidden layer and the number of hidden layers determine the depth of the neural network. The simplest artificial neural network is feedforward neural network where the information moves from the input nodes forward output nodes through the hidden nodes in the same direction and without making loops or cycles in the network. The transition between layer is controlled with an activation function which can be linear or nonlinear such as tanh, sigmoid and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). The activation functions manage the corresponding inputs weights w ij . The architecture of neural network is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The red color presents the operations applied on the simple feedforward neural network to make a recurrent neural network where neurons in the hidden layer are connected recurrently to neurons in the input layer. There are several categories of deep learning models. Among these models we cite the following which differ in term of complexity and application fields [21] - [24] :
 Multilayer Perceptron it is a variant of Feedforward
Neural Network which is the simplest deep learning approach. MLP have multiple hidden layers which are interconnected in a feed-forward way. The mapping between the input and the output layers is driven by an arbitrary activation function.
 Unsupervised Learning Networks: This group covers three specific architectures which are Autoencoders, Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).
The Autoencoder is similar to MLP architecture with the specificity that the output layer has the same number of nodes as the input layer in order to reconstruct the inputs but in which the principle of dimensionality reduction is applied.
The Deep Belief Network (DBNs) is composed from two types of layers Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) used for pre-training phase and feed-forward network used for finetuning phase. The specificity of the Restricted Boltzmann Machines layer is the dependence between the two used layers where no intra-communication between them is allowed hence the nomination restricted.
The Generative Adversarial Network is composed of two neural networks. The first network is used for candidates' generation termed as generator and the second for the candidates' evaluation termed as discriminator.
 Convolutional Neural Network: It is a subclass of feedforward neural network with the specificity of pooling operations and convolution layers. The convolution is a powerful concept that helps in building more robust feature space based on a signal. It is successfully applied in the computer vision and image processing domains especially object recognition and image classification.
 Recurrent Neural Network: It is a variant of feedforward neural networks. It is characterized by its ability to send information over time-steps. using of the internal memory of the network and the loops operations which form the major difference with other feedforward neural network It is widely used in natural language processing, speech recognition and robotic control applications. LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) is a variant of Recurrent Neural Network model.
 Recursive Neural Network: Its architecture allows the recursive network to learn varying sequences of parts of an image or words using a shared-weight matrix and a binary tree structure. The difference between a Recursive Neural Network and Recurrent Neural Network is that the recursive one can be considered as a hierarchical network where there is no time factor to the input sequence and inputs are processed hierarchically according to a tree structure. This structure is able not only to identify objects in an image, but also to degage the relation between all objects in a scene. It is useful as a scene or sentence parser.
III. DEEP LEARNING FOR RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
Given the great success of the deep learning shown in many applications fields, it has recently been proposed for enhancing the recommender systems quality. In this section, we explore the different deep learning architectures used in the field of recommender system where we notice that the integration of deep learning is performed with the collaborative filtering model as well as the content-based model where different architectures can be joined in the same system [1] - [3] . www.ijacsa.thesai.org
C. Deep Collaborative Filtering Recommendation
The Deep learning is applied for enhancing collaborative filtering based recommender system. In fact, there are two most popular area of collaborative filtering which are the latent factor approaches and the neighborhood approaches. The deep learning reaches the two types of approaches. As for the latent factor approaches, the deep learning is applied for improving the performance of several algorithms such as factorization machine, matrix factorization, probabilistic matrix factorization, and K nearest neighbors' algorithm [25] - [28] .
The selection of the deep learning technique is conditioned by the achievement of the recommendation model and its entrees parameters. Each deep learning model has its specificity which lead its integration in recommendation process. for example, the multilayer perceptron model shows its performance in modelling nonlinear interactions between user's preferences and items features which is useful for enhancing the recommendation quality. The multilayer perceptron model is integrated with the collaborative filtering to born the neural collaborative filtering techniques. The multilayer perceptron model is used also for solving regression and classification problems in order of enhancing the diversity as well as the accuracy of recommendation.
Authors in [26] have proposed a Deep matrix factorization model in which the deep learning is applied for feature learning. This model is used for CTR prediction and tested commercial data. This system takes the advantage of the Wide & Deep model proposed by Google [29] which joint trained wide linear models and deep neural networks to overcome the sparsity of user-item interactions matrix.
The recurrent neural network shows his performance in allowing the recommender system to manage the variation of rating data and content information in respect with time factor. It injects user's short-term preferences, context information and click histories into input layers which will be processed to predict the likelihood items. Several works are based on LSTM algorithm for item recommendation taking into account user's past session actions [32] - [34] .
The unsupervised learning network Restricted Boltzmann Machine is used for recommender system in association with the collaborative filtering techniques to incorporate user features (known from the implicit feedback or the rating statement) or items features into the Restricted Boltzmann Machine model to predict the most relevant items to the user [35] , [36] .
D. Deep Content-based Recommendation
The deep learning is applied also for content-based recommender system. In this case, the main uses of the deep learning deals with the exploitation of the advances of deep learning in thanks to the Convolutional Neural Network for visual features extraction from images and Recurrent Neural Network for extracting textual features and hence improving the recommendation quality [37] - [39] .
The choice the appropriate neural network is conditioned by the system requirement. The convolutional neural network is used in recommender systems due its performance in capturing local and global features coming from visual and textual data sources. This model is useful for solving the problem of classification and tag recommendation basing on visual features extraction from images patches or selecting informative words from textual information [30] - [33] .
E. Challenges and Current Issues
The collaborative filtering and the content based filtering models are commonly used for recommendation. The difference between them depends on the nature of the information used as inputs. However, we notice some drawbacks for both of types of recommendation. Indeed, data sparsity, cold start, synonymy and gray sheep problems are the most limitations of the collaborative filtering. Moreover, limited content analysis, over-specialization and new user problems present a crucial shortcoming for the content based filtering. The following table details the aforementioned problems.
The deep learning is based on the advances of the neural networks which are rebranded in the recent years as deep learning. The deep learning shows his performance in treating many application fields like speech recognition, object detection and natural language processing proved by the trust offered by the most commanding enterprise in the world such as Google, Facebook and Microsoft. To overcome the limitation of the recommendation systems, the deep learning seems to be a powerful solution as it can be integrated in different steps of recommendation process. The main challenges that they remain undergoing treated by the researcher's community in terms of taking the advances of the deep learning for improving the interactivity with the user, proposing a hybrid social information and boosting the scalability.
TABLE. III. RECOMMENDATION APPROACHES LIMITATION
Collaborative filtering problems
Content based filtering problems
Data sparsity: the collaborative filtering is not applicable if no enough ratings for both users and items are available Limited content analysis: if the content does not contain enough data for items discrimination, the recommendation may will be not relevant to the user.
Cold start:
this problem occurs with new users or items that they have entered the system for the first time, it is difficult to find similar ones because there is not enough information.
Over-specialization:
we mean by the over-specialization problem the novelty' low degree of the proposed items. This problem refers to the fundamental of a content-based recommender system as it suggest usually similar content for the user and then no new content that may interest him will be suggested. Synonymy problem: this problem can be faced in the case when several items have the same or very similar names of entries.
New user: when there's no enough data about the user to build his profile, the recommendation could be provided imperfectly.
Gray sheep:
this problem refers to the users having special opinions which do not agree with any group of people. In this case, this user will not benefit from the collaborative filtering. www.ijacsa.thesai.org  Interactivity Improving: The interactivity is the bedrock of the recommender system but with diverse degrees. The degree of interactivity is a double edge weapon. In fact, when increasing the interactivity degree, we have more relevant result but we risk disturbing the user. The recommender system refers mainly to implicit information which is extracted without a direct intervention of the user. This type of information is treated and modeled to form the user profile. These data can be entered via forms or other user interfaces provided for this purpose like: age, gender, job, birthday, marital status, and hobbies… or also obtained by observing user's actions like commenting, tagging, bookmarking. This alternative focused on the integration of the user in the recommendation process where he is asked to communicate with the recommender system in an interactive way. The second type of interaction is the explicit interaction which is usually deducted from the user feedback. Here, the user is asked to evaluate the system's results by mentioning if he like/dislike the results or rate them to describe his satisfaction degree. This approach presents an interactive process with user in which the initial suggested items are presented to user who will be asked to judge even a document is relevant or not. This aspect is treated by authors in [30] where they propose a deep learning-based personalized approach for tag recommendation.
 Hybrid social information: Crawling information from different websites and various social media provides hybrid social information which should be very rich and useful for improving the recommendation quality. The deep learning can be used for social network analysis [41] and for the opinion mining and sentiment analysis of users [40] .
 Scalability: The deep learning techniques can be applied for boosting the scalability factor as it proves advanced performance in big data analytics. Indeed, the scalability problem deals with the no-stop increasing in data volumes of items and users and their embeddings. Thereby, the scalability is critical factor for choosing the recommendation model where the time factor has also a principal consideration. A recommender system should satisfy the two factors in the same time.
IV. CASE STUDY: YOUTUBE AS A DEEP LEARNING-BASED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
YouTube can be defined as the most popular online video platform. Indeed, it reach recently (September 2017) more than 1.5 billion monthly active users. The main service allowed by this platform is the automatic suggestion of a list of related videos to a user in response to the video currently viewed and by taking into account the collected practices of the user including the history of viewed videos. YouTube interface shows by default the first 25 related videos for any watched video. In the literature review, there are some proposition of how the YouTube's recommendation system is functioning. According to [4] , there are some orientation that the video recommendation approach used by YouTube is the collaborative filtering where the principal inputs of the algorithm are patterns of shared viewership. The recommendation is predicted by exploring a video graph representation where two videos are estimated to be related if there are many users that watch the video B after the video A. Another vision in the literature which represent the minority are oriented towards a syntactical approach based on matching keywords within the title, description and tags and predict the most related videos. All these propositions are accurate in a part as the YouTube recommendation approach does not restricted to just one type of input data. The exact YouTube's recommendation system functioning is avowed in the paper of the YouTube proprietor researchers [5] . In this paper, it is stated that the recommender system used by YouTube is driven by the Google Brain project developed by Google researchers and engineers for the purposes of conducting artificial intelligence and deep learning technologies. This project is recently open-sourced as TensorFlow (https://www.tensorflow.org/). This library allows the exploitation of different deep neural network architectures. The recommender system used by YouTube is composed from two neural networks.
The First Neural Network: the process treated by this network is termed as candidate generation. It is constructed for learning user and item embeddings. It takes as input, information about the user collected from his watch history. These embeddings are fed into a feedforward neural network constructed from several fully embedded layers. The use of deep learning is integrated with the traditional recommendation approach, the collaborative filtering, with the processing the Matrix Factorization algorithm. This architecture allows the generation of a distribution of hundreds of videos predicted to be relevant to the user from the YouTube corpus composed from millions of videos. The architecture of the proposed neural network allows the easily addition of new features to the model. The additional embeddings cover the search history, demographic information (age, gender, location) used device, time, context, video class, video freshness, etc. The fed embeddings with all other model parameters are learned together using the normal gradient descent back-propagation updates algorithm. The concatenation of features is processed in the first layer which is followed by several layers connected and controlled with the activation function Rectified Linear Units (ReLU).
The Second Neural Network: is used for ranking the few hundred videos issued from the first neural network of candidate generation in order to make recommendations to the user. Compared to the problem of candidate generation, the ranking is much simpler as the number of treated videos is smaller and there is a sufficient information about the user and the items. This deep neural network is based on the logistic regression to assign a score to each video depending on the expected watch time. The recommendation process benefit from several features which indicate the past user behavior with items. The used features are: time since last watch, previous impressions of the user, user language, video language, impression video ID, watched video IDs … These features require usually a normalization process to be ready to feed the input layer of the neural network. Experiments have www.ijacsa.thesai.org shown that increasing the width of hidden layers as well as their depth improve the network results. The best configuration of the hidden layers was a 1024-wide ReLU followed by a 512-wide ReLU followed by a 256-wide ReLU which present nonlinear interactions between the different features. YouTube recommendation algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The effectiveness of the YouTube recommendation algorithm is approved by several offline metrics such as precision, recall and ranking loss. However, YouTube Community rely also on A/B testing model via live experiments in order to ensure an iterative improvement of the system by capturing the subtle changes in watch time or in click-through rate or any other feature that measure the user engagement.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we are interested in the deep learning based recommender systems which benefits from the deep model for enhancing the management of users, items, contexts and useritems interconnections to guarantee the user satisfaction. We have presented the background of recommender systems as well as the deep learning architecture which is chained with the illustration of the deep learning-based recommender approaches. We have classified these approaches according two criteria: to the integration way of the deep learning and the dependence level on it. Moreover, we have identified the new challenges and the future directions dealing with the deep learning based recommendation. Finally, we have handled a real case study that implement a deep learning based recommender system which is YouTube as it can be considered as famous video recommender system driven by Google Brain team. YouTube integrate the deep neural network to learn everything about viewers' habits and preferences.
